1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Mathematical approaches and algorithms can model several biological problems. Therefore, it seems to be very beneficial for both mathematics and biologics to combine the results of their disciplines. One of the most critical problems is the analysis of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which is described by a sequence of bases. A DNA sequence holds four nucleic acid bases, which are adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G), and thymine (T). A and T are a complement to each other. Similarly, C and G are also a complement to each other. DNA is a paired strand molecule where the two strands are linked to each other. The linkage is done over a hydrogen bond among a pyrimidine on one strand and a purine on the other or vice versa. A strand of DNA is formed by a sequence of these four bases, which is transcribed to yield another analogous sequence in the DNA replication procedure [@b0135].

As DNA stores genetic information, it is typical for phylogeny because the DNA of a complicated organism has some similarities with the DNA of a simpler one. Modeling DNA does not follow a specific procedure. In some modeling techniques, it demands to incorporate concepts from multidisciplinary fields, such as chemistry, physics, thermodynamics, and computer science.

This study will concentrate on models that are established on the notion of probabilistic cellular automata (PCA). On the one hand, we used our suggested probabilistic rules to study DNA evolution. A DNA strand can be viewed as a row of cells where every cell holds one of the four bases (A, C, G, or T). This sequence is transcribed to yield another analogous sequence in the DNA replication procedure [@b0035]. The challenge in modeling DNA using Cellular Automata (CA) is the representation of the problem in a way that maps it in a real scenario that follows CA rules. We used CpG methylation followed by deamination and mutation of CG/CG to TG/CA as an example for computing mutation rates. The obtained rules by CA during DNA modeling can give a beneficial vision about the neighboring base pairs' effects on the DNA sequences evolution [@b0135].

On the other hand, as CA showed to be a promising tool in modeling DNA, we use these probabilistic rules again to reconstruct DNA sequence. For the extraction of optimum transition rules, we proposed a hybridized mechanism of both PCA and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This integration makes the proposed framework more efficient and achieves optimum transition rules. Therefore, this study aims to detect the neighborhood rules, which consider the effect of mutations that occurred throughout the sequences' evolution. Besides, this study attempts to get rid of uncertainties in the intermediate sequences. It is fulfilled by introducing stochastic elements to our proposed technique, which leads to a more qualified simulation.

Also, the proposed model can be beneficial for understanding bacterial resistance to antibiotics, which represents a significant threat to public health. With thousands of known unique resistance genes, only the DNA analysis can give detailed genetic information. This retrieved information is required for an accurate evaluation of the existing resistance mechanism. Bacterial genomes are dynamic. They are exposed to diverse genetic events, including duplications, mutations, transpositions, inversions, recombination, insertion, and deletions. As the proposed model is a probabilistic evolution model, it will be convenient for the analysis of the DNA sequences of functional genes during phylogenesis.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section [2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} discusses some basic concepts. The design of DNA sequence modeling as a PCA procedure and a brief introduction to the PSO algorithm are presented. Section [3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} discusses the literature review. Section [4](#s0040){ref-type="sec"} describes the proposed probabilistic model for studying the mutation of DNA sequences. Section [5](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} illustrates in detail how we merge the PCA and PSO algorithms and shows the innovative algorithm for evolution rules. Section [6](#s0055){ref-type="sec"} elucidates the simulation and experimental results. Section [7](#s0060){ref-type="sec"} investigates the conclusion of the study, along with further future expectations of this work.

2. Basic concepts {#s0010}
=================

In this section, some basic concepts will be introduced. First, we will discuss DNA modeling based on PCA. Then, the PSO technique will be elucidated.

2.1. DNA modeling regarding PCA {#s0015}
-------------------------------

In this section, the DNA sequence modeling is tackled as a stochastic procedure. This assumption is obtained from the observations, which clarified the randomly happen mutations. For example, Arndt et al. [@b0010] deduced a neighbor-dependent impact in the mutagenesis process. CA are discrete-state systems comprising of a countable lattice of analogous cells that communicate with their neighbors [@b0005], [@b0170], [@b0050]. These networks can take any number of dimensions, starting from a one-dimensional sequence of cells. The state of a CA is entirely detected by the values of the variables at each cell. Here, a one-dimensional CA is used for modeling DNA sequence, which can be expressed as a line of adjacent bases [@b0210], [@b0180], [@b0130], [@b0080]. Its mathematical formulation can be defined as a 4-uplet, as presented in Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$Z = (Q_{d},S,N,f)$$where *Z* is a CA system, *Q* is cell space, and *d* denotes the dimension of this space. *S* describes the states of all cells. *N* denotes a set of all cells within the neighborhood. Finally, *f* is the evolution rule where it detects how the state of the cell can alter.

In the beginning, the PCA is simulated from any preliminary configuration [@b0185], [@b0195]. Then, a sequence of configurations is generated. Each configuration is attained from the previous state through an asynchronous update of all sites.$$S_{i} \in \left\{ {S_{1},S_{2},S_{3},\ldots,S_{n}} \right\}$$ $$P_{t + 1}(S) = \sum\limits_{\acute{S}}W(S|\acute{S})P_{t}(\acute{S})$$where $W(S|\acute{S})$ is the probability of transition from state $\acute{S}$ to state *S* with the two properties, which are listed in Eqs. [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(5)](#e0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$W(S|\acute{S}) \geqslant 0$$ $$\sum\limits_{S}(S|\acute{S}) = 1$$

In the beginning, the PCA is simulated from any preliminary configuration [@b0185], [@b0195]. Then, a sequence of configurations is generated. Each configuration is attained from the previous state through an asynchronous update of all sites.

2.2. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) {#s0020}
--------------------------------------

The PSO algorithm is a population-based stochastic optimization mechanism, which is proposed by [@b0040], [@b0160], [@b0190], [@b0075]. The PSO algorithm composes a set of feasible solutions that evolve to achieve an adequate solution for a problem. Its main target is to achieve a global optimum of a real-valued function outlined in a search space that is named fitness function.

PSO is initiated with a set of arbitrary particles. Then, it looks for the optimum solution by updating the succeeding generations. At every iteration, each particle is updated by two subsequent "**best**" values. The premier one is the best solution that is obtained until now. This value is called $P_{i}$ (or $P - \mathit{best}$). The other best value that is pursued by the PSO algorithm is the best value, which is attained so far by any particle. This value is a global best, and it is symbolized by $P_{g}$ or ($g - \mathit{best}$). After detecting these two values, the particle updates its speed according to Eq. [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} and its location by Eq. [(7)](#e0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$V_{i}^{t + 1} = V_{i}^{t} + C_{1}r_{1}(P_{i}^{t} - X_{i}^{t}) + C_{2}r_{2}(P_{g}^{t} - X_{i}^{t})$$ $$X_{i}^{t + 1} = X_{i}^{t} + V_{i}^{t + 1}$$where $V_{i}$ is the speed of each particle. $X_{i}$ is the current location of each particle. $C_{1}$and $C_{2}$are acceleration constants. $r_{1}$and $r_{2}$are arbitrary numbers in the range \[0, 1\]. $P_{i}$ is the best position of each particle. $P_{g}$ is the best position of the swarm. The original PSO has been modified by Shi and Eberhart [@b0160]. They introduced an inertia weight ($\omega$) to balance exploitation and exploration by modifying Eq. [(6)](#e0030){ref-type="disp-formula"} with Eq. [(8)](#e0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$V_{i}^{t + 1} = \omega V_{i}^{t} + C_{1}r_{1}(P_{i}^{t} - X_{i}^{t}) + C_{2}r_{2}(P_{g}^{t} - X_{i}^{t})$$

The PSO algorithm is highly common because of its simple implementation and capability of fast convergence to a rationally good solution. On the other hand, it has some limitations, which can be summarized in the following points:•Premature convergence.•Tending to get stuck in local optima.•Low solution precision.

To overcome the above limitations, this study proposed an innovative hybridized model of PCA and PSO. First, PSO is considered as a simple and easy to execute technique. Then, the simplicity and performance of the PSO algorithm imply that it is inexpensive in terms of memory requirements [@b0155]. Therefore, these reasons led us to make this hybridization between PCA and PSO for better and fast optimization tool.

3. Literature review {#s0025}
====================

In this section, some prior studies are discussed, which have considered the evolution of DNA sequences by taking mutations into account. Afterward, the study investigates the efforts that represent the DNA sequence reconstruction process with different techniques.

3.1. DNA sequence evolution {#s0030}
---------------------------

The DNA sequence evolution has been discussed by many studies [@b0110], [@b0175], [@b0180], [@b0150]. These studies analyzed the impact of neighboring bases on occurring a mutation. For example, Bulmer [@b0015] found that there is an apparent growth in the transitions frequency from C and G bases. Also, he concluded that there are a few impacts of neighbor bases on the frequencies of transitions from T and A bases. Finally, he determined the transition frequency from these bases. The transition frequency is decreased by having C on the left (or G on the right). Besides, it is incremented by having A on the left (or T on the right).

Arndt et al. [@b0010] introduced a model for the DNA sequence evolution that regard biases in mutation rates. These mutation rates relied on the knowledge of the neighboring bases. They improved an evolution analysis model by assuming non-linear dynamics techniques. They concluded that phylogenetic analysis could be broadened to involve neighbor-dependent impacts. All the previous attempts showed that neighbor bases have some impact on the mutation process. However, none of these studies investigated the effects of the neighboring base through each step of the evolution process. CA model can employ this neighbor reliance during the DNA sequences evolution.

3.2. DNA sequence reconstruction {#s0035}
--------------------------------

Nowadays, reconstructing evolutionary history is still considered as one of the leading research issues. With the rise of molecular sequencing technologies, advanced computational approaches have been proposed to reconstruct phylogenies [@b0140], [@b0145], [@b0030]. The programs described in [@b0055] were designed to help in the assembly of long DNA sequences from the much shorter ones obtained as primary data. They detected the overlapping state between fragments and how to be oriented.

Peltola et al. [@b0125] described the first program to control the DNA sequence reconstruction process. Their proposed technique is implemented in three stages. The premier stage calculated overlaps among fragment pairs. They showed these fragments as edges in a directed graph, which has a vertex for each fragment. Second, their procedure elected overlaps from the graph. Finally, the third phase integrated these overlaps into a synchronous alignment of the fragments from which a sequence was extracted.

As our model is probabilistic, we formed a combination of PSO and PCA to extract CA rules properly. Many studies used this combination successfully. Fengxia and Gang [@b0040] used CA integrated with PSO for simulation, which improved the ability of premature convergence. Experiments showed that their algorithm had powerful global searchability. Besides, it could effectively improve the capability of premature convergence. Their method made some improvements but did not completely solve the premature convergence issue.

Pagel [@b0120] used maximum likelihood models to deduce ancestral character states for discrete binary characters that have only two states. However, the generalization to more than two states demands no new concepts. He utilized a Markov model of binary character evolution on phylogenies to reconstruct ancestral states.

As indicated above, there are some limitations in the current related work. However, these algorithms contained the premier explanation of the sequence reconstruction problem with an error. They did not solve or approximate this problem. Nearly, most of the existing research considered the sequence reconstruction problem from the perspective of computational learning theory [@b0045], [@b0085], [@b0205], [@b0175], [@b0105]. Also, these methods considered the mutations as deterministic events in the DNA reconstruction process. However, it was commonly appropriate that mutations occur randomly [@b0010], [@b0065], [@b0015], [@b0110], [@b0200].

To overcome the limitations mentioned above, we combine PSO and PCA to develop a technique for DNA reconstruction problem. We proposed a new PCA-PSO algorithm, which integrates the cellular space, cells, and neighbors of CA with the PSO configuration. The PSO algorithm is applied to discover the optimal and convenient transition rules of CA for the reconstruction process.

4. The proposed DNA evolution model {#s0040}
===================================

In this section, the proposed DNA evolution model will be discussed in detail. First, let's postulate that A, C, G, and T bases occur at different frequencies as calculated in [@b0010]. Neighbor-dependent mutation rates are calculated according to both these frequencies and our new suggested rules [@b0035]. Then, the six parameter rate matrix model command of the general time-reversible (GTR) is utilized to specify the calculated rates of each type of nucleotide change. We inserted a random sequence with 30 bases as a first initial taxon.

The evolution of the DNA sequence can be represented as a colored graphical representation for the DNA bases. We get the graphical output by assigning a color to each base. Red color is used for A, green color is assigned for C, yellow color is utilized for G, and blue color is used for T. To test the suggested rules, we used for the processes $\left. \mathit{ApC}\rightarrow\mathit{ApA} \right.$ or $\left. \mathit{GpT}\rightarrow\mathit{TpT} \right.$. Besides, we allow only a single transversion rate (i.e., $p = 1$). With these processes, the maximum-likelihood solution for the mutation rates became more credible, with $Q_{\mathit{AG}} = Q_{\mathit{TC}} = 3.10p,Q_{\mathit{CT}} = Q_{\mathit{GA}} = 3.78p,R_{\mathit{CGCA}} = R_{\mathit{CGTG}} = 43.02p$, and $R_{\mathit{ACAA}} = R_{\mathit{GTTT}} = 4.35p$. From these values, we form 3 matrices as listed in Eqs. [(9)](#e0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$Q = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 3.78 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 3.1 \\
3.1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 3.78 & 0 & 0 \\
 & & & \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ $$R_{l} = \begin{bmatrix}
4.35 & 4.35 & 0 & 0 \\
43.02 & 0 & 43.02 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 4.35 \\
0 & 0 & 43.02 & 4.35 \\
 & & & \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ $$R_{r} = \begin{bmatrix}
4.35 & 43.02 & 0 & 0 \\
4.35 & 0 & 43.02 & 0 \\
0 & 43.02 & 0 & 43.02 \\
0 & 0 & 4.35 & 4.35 \\
 & & & \\
\end{bmatrix}$$where *Q*represents the rates of single-nucleotide occurrence. $R_{l}$ is the rates of the left pair neighboring nucleotides. $R_{r}$ is the rates of the right pair neighboring nucleotides. Then, these matrices are substituted in the mutation probability $(Q + R).\Delta t$. The time increment ($\Delta t$) must be selected such that all non-diagonal transition probabilities in Eqs. [(9)](#e0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(10)](#e0050){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(11)](#e0055){ref-type="disp-formula"} are small $( \ll 1)$. So, we get the mutation matrices as shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1The mutation matrices: If a site is located at the cell's position, then its mutation probability is given by (a). Otherwise, its mutation probability is given by (b).

The DNA mutation plays a significant role in the DNA sequence evolution [@b0070]. Neighbor-dependent mutations influence the evolution of DNA sequences. We used the previously calculated mutation rates, as listed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, where we utilized the calculated frequencies by [@b0010]. Therefore, we got the mutation rates that produced our evolution. [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} presents the simulation results of a DNA sequence evolution. The simulation begins with an arbitrary DNA sequence that contains 30 bases. It generates the sequences for 30 consecutive time steps, where A is shown in red, C in green, T in blue, and G in yellow.Fig. 2The simulated evolution of an arbitrary DNA sequence (A: red, C: green, T: blue, and G: yellow). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5. The Proposed PSO-PCA reconstruction technique {#s0045}
================================================

In this section, we introduce an innovative mechanism for DNA sequence reconstruction based on a hybrid PSO-PCA technique. First, the search space is partitioned into cells by applying CA. At any time, a set of particles looks for a local optimum. Then, the best solution is found in their neighborhood cells.

In the PSO algorithm, each particle updates its immediate location together with all particle states. In PCA, every cell is closely incorporated with its neighbors and their positions governed by a specific rule. Its immediate state is updated with neighbor's states. In our proposed PSO-PCA algorithm, the state of the cell is evaluated by its state besides its neighbor's states. The last speed updates each cell's state. Then, to approach the optimal state, the current cell's state is updated once more regarding both immediate and optimal states. PSO-PCA modeling is as follow:•**Cells**: Each particle is interpreted as a single cell.•**Cellular space**: The group of all cells in the space (1-dimensional CA is considered in this scenario).•**State space**: The cell's state is mentioned as the location of every particle. The state of $i^{\mathit{th}}$ cell is calculated by Eq. [(12)](#e0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$S_{i}^{t} = X_{i}^{t}$$•**Neighborhood**: The whole cells that may influence the variation of the state of the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ cell are the neighbor cells. The neighborhood is presented by Eq. [(13)](#e0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$N(i,r) = S_{i - r},\ldots,S_{i - 2},S_{i - 1},S_{i},S_{i + 1},S_{i + 2},\ldots,S_{i + r},r = 0,1,2,\ldots,m$$where *r* is the size of the neighborhood. Here, we use $r = 1$, then the neighbors of the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ cell are comprised of the cell itself and its right and left direct neighbors.$$N(i,1) = S_{i - 1},S_{i},S_{i + 1}$$•**Update rules**: Every cell updates its state with its immediate location, velocity, individual optimal value, and its neighbors' optimal values. The state of the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ cell at a time step is a function of the states of its neighbors at the prior time step.$$S_{i}(t + 1) = f(S_{i - 1}(t),S_{i}(t),S_{i + 1}(t))$$•**Discrete time step**: It represents the number of iterations in the PSO.

DNA may be modeled as a 1-dimensional CA. The four DNA bases stand for the probable states of a CA cell. The state of the $i^{\mathit{th}}$ cell of this CA gets values from the discrete set that incorporates the four bases.$$S_{i} \in A,C,T,G$$

The bases are coded with numbers as follows: $\left. A\rightarrow 0,C\rightarrow 1,T\rightarrow 2,G\rightarrow 3 \right.$. Here, we take into account just the rules with a neighborhood-sized by 1. The transitions of base-pairs through evolution are clarified in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . The right-hand side of each transition can be one of the four base-pairs.Table 1The left-hand sides of 64 transitions of CA with a neighbor size equals to one.State No.Possible statesState No.Possible statesState No.Possible statesState No.Possible states0000160013200248003110017101331024910322001830134302503033300192013520251203401020011360125201351102111137112531136310223113831254313721023211392125521381302403140032560339330251314113257133102302633142332582331102027231432325902312120280214402260123133202912145122613231422030321463226222315030312214722263333

Here, CAs have four states for each cell. Hence, the number of all probable rules is $4^{4^{3}}$. The whole rule space must be investigated. It detects the assumed CA rules that control the evolution of the DNA sequence. Here, PSO is applied in order to investigate the enormous CA rule space.

Evolution is visualized with the aid of a phylogenetic tree that represents a group of organisms that are connected [@b0115], [@b0165], [@b0020], [@b0060], [@b0095], [@b0140]. A phylogenetic tree is a tree demonstrating the evolutionary mutual relations among diverse species or other organisms that are accepted to have a mutual ancestor. Several species, organisms, or genomic sequences are represented on the leaves of the tree. Our work seeks to detect the rules for neighbor-based mutations that may have been resulted in the sequence evolutions. Here, we used linear rules, which represent a promising tool for analyzing mutation rates [@b0160]. The linear evolution rules status takes a matrix format as listed in Eq. [(17)](#e0085){ref-type="disp-formula"}. Consequently, the velocity is updated using Eq. [(18)](#e0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
S_{i - 1}^{t + 1} \\
S_{i}^{t + 1} \\
S_{i + 1}^{t + 1} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\cdots & M_{i - 1,j - 1} & M_{i - 1,j} & M_{i - 1,j + 1} & \cdots \\
\cdots & M_{i,j - 1} & M_{i,j} & M_{i,j + 1} & \cdots \\
\cdots & M_{i + 1,j - 1} & M_{i + 1,j} & M_{i + 1,j + 1} & \cdots \\
\cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots \\
\end{bmatrix}\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
S_{i - 1}^{t} \\
S_{i}^{t} \\
S_{i + 1}^{t} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
V_{i - 1}^{t + 1} \\
V_{i}^{t + 1} \\
V_{i + 1}^{t + 1} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix}$$ $$\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
V_{i - 1}^{t + 1} \\
V_{i}^{t + 1} \\
V_{i + 1}^{t + 1} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} = \omega\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
V_{i - 1}^{t} \\
V_{i}^{t} \\
V_{i + 1}^{t} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} + C_{1}r_{1}\left( {\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
{P - \mathit{best}_{i - 1}^{t}} \\
{P - \mathit{best}_{i}^{t}} \\
{P - \mathit{best}_{i + 1}^{t}} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
S_{i - 1}^{t} \\
S_{i}^{t} \\
S_{i + 1}^{t} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix}} \right) + C_{2}r_{2}\left( {\begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
{g - \mathit{best}_{i - 1}^{t}} \\
{g - \mathit{best}_{i}^{t}} \\
{g - \mathit{best}_{i + 1}^{t}} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix} - \begin{bmatrix}
 \vdots \\
S_{i - 1}^{t} \\
S_{i}^{t} \\
S_{i + 1}^{t} \\
 \vdots \\
\end{bmatrix}} \right)$$

The states of all CA cells at time step *t* are represented by the column array at the right-hand side of Eq. [(17)](#e0085){ref-type="disp-formula"}. This array is multiplied by the evolution rule array (*M*). The array components $M_{i,j}$may hold only two values (0 and 1). The output array at the left-hand side of Eq. [(17)](#e0085){ref-type="disp-formula"} contains the states of all CA cells at time step $t + 1$.

5.1. Fitness function evaluation {#s0050}
--------------------------------

In this stage, the fitness function should be evaluated after representing each cell. The optimal solution is obtained based on the resulting fitness value. In the DNA sequence reconstruction, the optimum solution represents the highest matching score of the bases among the sequences at the previous steps. First, we have to compute the evolution of DNA sequences to extract the proper rules for the reconstruction process, as shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. The matching score is evaluated by enumerating the equivalent nucleotide of sequences. The matching score for a pair of sequences is computed by using Eq. [(19)](#e0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\mathit{Score}_{S_{i,j}\&\hat{S_{i,j}}} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
0 & {\mathit{if}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{bases}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{do}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{not}\mspace{2mu}\mathit{match}} \\
{\mathit{Score}_{S_{i,j}\&\hat{S_{i,j}}} + 1} & \mathit{otherwise} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$where, $\mathit{Score}_{S_{i,j}\&\hat{S_{i,j}}}$ is a matching score of two consecutive sequences. *i*and *j*are the indices of the cell. After calculating the score of each two consecutive sequences, the total score is evaluated by Eq. [(20)](#e0100){ref-type="disp-formula"}.$$\mathit{\max}\mspace{2mu} f(x) = \sum\limits_{i}\sum\limits_{j}\mathit{Score}_{S_{i,j}\&\hat{S_{i,j}}}$$where, $f(x)$ indicates the fitness value for individual *i* and *j* of the PSO. max indicates that our target is to get the maximum value of $f(x)$. The optimal solution is the one that has the largest value of $f(x)$. The fitness function is determined by summing all scores (Eq. [(19)](#e0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The main goal is to find out symmetry relations among various sequences. Algorithm 1 lists the proposed PSO-PCA algorithm for the election of CA evolution rules.**Algorithm** **1** The proposed PSO-PCA rule extraction algorithm.1: *Initialize swarm-size,*$D$*search space dimension,*$N$*number of neighbors and*$\mathit{iterM}$*max iteration times.*2: **for** i = 1 to swarm-size **do**3:  *Particle\[i\].position* *=* *random(0,1,2,3)*4:  *Particle\[i\].velocity* *=* *0*5:  *Particle\[i\].fitness* *=* *0*6: **for**i = 1 to swarm-size **do**7:  P-best\[i\]=particle\[i\]8: *G-best* *=* *particle*[@b0005]9: **for** i = 1 to swarm-size**do**10:  *P-best\[i\]=fitness(*$X_{i})$11: **while** criterion is not fulfilled **do**12:  **for**$p = 1$to swarm-size **do**13:  **for**each evolution step **do**14:   *Compute next rule*15:  *Update particle's velocity*$V_{i}(t + 1)$16:  *Update cell's state*$S_{i}(t + 1)$17:  Estimate fitness18:  **for**$i = 1$to swarm-size **do**19:  **if** particle\[i\].fitness $\geqslant$P-best\[i\].fitness **then**20:   *P-best\[i\]=particle\[i\]*21:  **if**$G - \mathit{best}\lbrack i\rbrack.\mathit{fitness} > \mathit{particle}\lbrack i\rbrack.\mathit{fitness}$**then**22:   *G-best\[i\]=particle\[i\]*23:  **for**$i = 1$to swarm-size **do**24:  *Update PSO parameters: position and velocity*25: *Return to step 2*

6. Simulation and results {#s0055}
=========================

This section deals with the experimental setup and outcomes that are achieved after the simulation. The proposed system is implemented by using the Matlab 2019b [@b0100] Program. Besides, we utilized the Mesquite program [@b0090], which is an analysis tool for evolutionary biology. It offers a simple and powerful tool, which motivated us to use it for DNA simulation. For hardware specifications, we implemented the proposed system on a computer with an Intel Core i7 processor (8th generation, 1.8 GHz) with 16 GB Ram. The DNA data used to support the findings of this study are available at \[ <https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/Browser/wwwtax.cgi?mode=Info&id=48640>\]. Our proposed PSO-PCA algorithm is started by inserting the following parameters to obtain the desired probabilistic rules:•The native sequence of the DNA.•The sequences of the DNA that belong to in-between evolution steps.•The eventual sequences of the DNA.•The maximum iteration numbers.

We used phylogenetic trees for the reconstruction process. Besides, they are used for representing the species samples that are used for simulation. For each branch, we applied a set of CA rules for altering a predecessor sequence to the offspring sequence. First, the proposed technique compares the current sequence, with the produced sequence at the next time step using a similarity score. We defined this score as the proportion of the number of matching base pairs in two consecutive sequences. Then, the proposed algorithm randomly chooses a CA rule at each time step and applies it to the immediate sequence. Then, we observe the progression of similarity score, meanwhile evolution. Non-uniform probabilistic rules are used for simulation based on the fact that not all the base-pairs will be altered at every time step. In our evolution, we attempt to dynamically generate a CA rule utilizing a sequence achieved within the evolution and the consecutive sequence. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} clarifies the dynamic structure of a rule.Fig. 3An example of the formation of CA rules.

We aim to generate a CA rule by using a sequence resulting from the evolution process along with its next step sequence. The transitions on the left-hand side are established by applying a rule on the immediate sequence. The next step sequence configures the right-hand direction of the transitions. For instance, the left-hand side of a transition is outlined by the premier three base-pairs of the immediate sequence, labeled CAT, as shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. As for the right-hand side of the transition, it is outlined by the corresponding base-pair in the consecutive sequence, 0.

The major aim of this study is to detect the most probable rules for mutations, which take into consideration the impact of the neighbor cells. Table 2 demonstrates some of the resulted rules that were stratified to some of the phylogenetic tree branches obtained from random DNA sequences. We used sequences of size equals 100 bases, as shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} . The achieved rules by using the proposed technique are used instantly for foretelling of next step sequences and the construction of the phylogenetic tree itself. In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the DNA evolution outcomes after 100 generations in the DNA sequences, which are generated by the implementation of the parallel CA rule. The resulted CA rule is demonstrated in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 4The DNA sequences corresponding to the origin, eventual, and two in-between evolution steps.Fig. 5The used CA rule to reproduce the evolution pattern in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}.

The PSO-PCA is proved to be a successful procedure for reconstructing the evolution paradigm of the given DNA sequences. We developed a proper algorithm that efficiently elicits the CA rule, which controls the evolution of the sequence. During these random experiments, the innovated procedure dictated the possible rules that produced the given evolution paradigm. The algorithm showed to be a successful simulation tool. As a result, we demonstrated that having a series of DNA sequences that represent a set of evolution steps, this procedure can be utilized for generating the probabilistic rules of this evolution pattern. These rules are properly capable of reconstructing DNA sequences. Our attempt to incorporate probabilistic components produces a system capable of predicting the likelihood of particular mutations. Also, our technique properly showed to be a promising tool for simulating the evolution of large sequences, as in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} :Fig. 6An example of the phylogenetic tree with 53 samples.

First, the data clarified in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} is tested with the help of the Mesquite simulation software. Then, the mutation rates are applied besides using the proposed innovative PSO-PCA algorithm. Finally, the obtained results can be shown in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 7The simulation results of the evolving DNA characters after using our rates and the probabilistic rules.

The protein, DNA, or RNA sequence can be used to classify the sequence into sets of analogous bases that share characteristics in terms of their function. It can be quite beneficial in recognizing the functions of new sequences. Also, it can be beneficial in phylogenetic prediction. Studying DNA evolution and the effect of mutation will help recognize bacterial species as well as potential antibiotic resistance mechanisms. It will lead to a chance to employ DNA sequence information to guide medication.

Finally, we presented a comparative survey on DNA sequence using our model and deterministic methods based on genetic algorithm. Our proposed technique is capable of the following:•It can be used for analyzing the evolution of many various species. It helps in many practical applications, including drug detection, population surveillance, and management.•Dealing with these models, such as PCA, enables us to discover the influence of some neighbors base-pairs evolution.•We were able to resolve uncertainties (i.e., detecting anonymous base-pairs in intermediate sequences and the number of time steps for evolution).•The proposed model of evolution is a probabilistic model. Therefore, it will be convenient for the DNA sequence analysis of functional genes during phylogenesis.

On the other hand, other methods that consider only the deterministic direction focus on the neighbor-dependent mechanics of DNA sequence alteration without considering the processes of natural selection. Therefore, the deterministic methods are not suitable for the analysis of DNA sequences.

7. Discussion and conclusion {#s0060}
============================

This paper introduced a novel technique based on PCA to investigate the rules for the neighbor bases regarding mutation effects. CA proved to be a robust system for analyzing DNA mutations. CA rules are generated by simulating DNA mutations. They can give us beneficial insights about the influence of neighboring base pairs on the evolution of DNA sequences. The proposed tool for simulation is based on the usage of PSO, as it extracts the PCA evolution rules very efficiently. There are paramount concerns that neighboring base-pairs influence mutations of DNA base-pairs. We tried to reveal this correlation by modeling DNA as a CA model where the CA rules govern the DNA mutations. Due to the enormous rule space comprised in our simulation, we adopt the PSO algorithm for extracting these rules efficiently. Then, we applied the resulted rules for predictions of sequences in phylogenetic trees. Simulating DNA as a PCA model facilitates viewing, analyzing, and comparing various sequences.

Also, our method is suitable for the comparison of many long sequences. Establishing powerful and reasonable hybridization strategies is required for creating beneficial and practical models for predicting most of the future changes that occur during the evolution of DNA sequences. It will highly increase information on which mutations are most popular in certain bacteria. Besides, PCA can reveal patterns in enormous amounts of gene expression data, and discover groups of disease-related genes to be able to detect medicine.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized in the following points:•A methodology is developed to locate the impact of neighboring DNA base-pairs on the mutation of a base-pair.•The model presented here is based on the assumption that mutations are probabilistic events, and that their evolution can be modeled using PCA.•A hybridized technique is developed to discover the optimal and proper transition rules of CA for the reconstruction task. This integration increases the performance of the algorithm.•A modified method is proposed for the reconstruction of DNA sequences based on PCA integrated with the PSO algorithm.

In our future work, we will popularize this study to handle distinct rules for diverse structures of the neighborhood regarding mutation effects. Particularly, diverse neighborhood sizes with larger sizes will be discussed. Also, we can simulate the evolution and reconstruction of DNA sequences on small-world networks. We might be able to use this probabilistic model to foretell possible mutations of viruses and other pathogens. For example, we may hopefully be able to explain the CORONA virus.
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